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The space-time evolution of particle production at high energies was investigated by
measuring the charged multiplicity in x -nucleus collisions at 100 and 175 eGV/c. We
find that (a) the forward multiplicity (in the xj~ center-of-mass system) is independent of
the target nucleus; (b) the backward multiplicity is approximately proportional to the nu-
clear thickness; and (c) the data are consistent with the assumption that the absorption
cross section of the incident particle characterizes the multiplication process.

Experiments on multiparticle production using
nucleons as targets give data only on the asymp-
totic states produced and thus cannot yield direct
information on the space-time development of the
production process. To probe the early evolution
of the production, it is necessary to interact with
the process in its initial stages of development.
Reasonable estimates' indicate that in the 100-
GeV energy range the formation of multiparticle
states may take place over distances of many
femtometers in the laboratory frame of refer-
ence, i.e., in distances greater than the mean
free path of hadrons in nuclear matter. Thus tar-
gets of complex nuclei seem to offer a viable
method for studying the creation process.

We have studied the development of hadronic
showers inside nuclear matter by measuring the
multiplicity of charged relativistic particles as
a function of angle and nuclear size in w -nucleus
collisions. The experiment was carried out in
the M6 beam line at the Fermi National Accelera-
tor Laboratory. Details of the experimental
method and of the analysis of the data will be pub-
lished elsewhere. '

The target was surrounded by twelve Lucite
hodoscopes forming a truncated cone with its axis
along the beam line. Directly downstream of the
target, at the narrow end of the cone, a high-res-
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FIG. 1. &A absorption cross sections.

olution Lucite Cherenkov counter was placed.
Relativistic charged particles (P ~0.85) produced
at large angles were counted in the hodoscopes,
while those at small angles were counted through
the pulse height in the forward Cherenkov count-
er. The distance from the target to the forward
counter determined the angular ranges covered
by the two sets of counters.
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Data were collected at both 100 and 175 GeV/c
for C, CH„Al, Cu, Ag, Pb, and U targets. Hy-
drogen results were obtained from the CH, -C dif-
ference. We have data for various angular re-
gions: 0-3.5', 0-26', and 26-110'. The labora-
tory angles of 3.5 and 26 correspond to labora-
tory pseudorapidities q = —lntan()„b/2 of 3.5 and
1.5. The corresponding angles in the sP center-
of-mass system for a P =1 particle are 48 and
149' at 100 GeV/c and 61 and 156 at 175 GeV/c.

Figure 1 shows our values of the absorption
cross sections and those of Denisov et al. ' The
two are in good agreement and follow approxi-
mately an A'" power law predicted by a simple
optical-model calculation in which a Woods-
Saxon distribution of nucleons is assumed.

Our values for (n)„, the average charged mul-
tiplicity of relativistic (P ~ 0.85) particles in in-
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elastic m P collisions, are 6.5+0.4 at 100 GeV/c
and 7.7+0.5 at 175 GeV/c. Hydrogen-bubble-
chamber measurements4 are 6.80~0.14 at 100
GeV/c, 7.34 + 0.10 at 147 GeV/c, and 8.02 ~ 0.12
at 205 GeV/c for all charged secondaries.

Figure 2 shows the variation with nuclear size
of the observed relative multiplicity (n)„/(n)„ for
four angular regions. The nuclear "size" is mea-
sured in terms of v, the average number of ab-
sorption mean free paths encountered by the in-
cident particle in going through a nucleus. It is
given by v =Ao„„/cr„„, where A is the atomic
weight, and o» and v» are the absorption cross
sections of the incident hadron on a nucleon and
nucleus, respectively. ' For o» and v» we used
the average of our results and those of Refs. 3
and 4.

The most striking result is that there is no in-
crease in the number of particles produced for
6)&b & 3.5, while at large angles the multiplicity
is approximately proportional to nuclear thick-
ness. A pion encounters on the average 3 mean
free paths in a uranium nucleus and yet in the
forward cone (H„b ~ 3.5'), which contains almost
half the produced particles for vP interactions,
the multiplicity in a m-uranium collision is the
same as that in a mP collision. These results
support the old observation from cosmic-ray
physics' and the more recent emulsion measure-
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FIG. 2. (n)z/(n)H versus 7 for various angular
ranges. (n)~ is the average charged multiplicity of
relativistic particles produced in an inelastic collision
with nucleus A, and v is the average number of absorp-
tion mean free paths encountered in the nucleus. Er-
rors on & are shown at the bottom of the graph. The
errors on (n&&/4)p are statistical only.

FIG. 3. (a) ~ versus A. Errors on all measure-
ments are statistical only. (b) &~ versus T. Errors
include all systematic and statistical uncertainties.
The data for both (a) and (b) are as follows: a, this ex-
periment, average of 100 and 175 GeV &; 6, world
average of p-emulsion at 200 GeV (Ref. 7); c, p-emul-
sion (light elements) at 200 GeV (Ref. 8); d, P-emulsion
at 69 GeV (Refs. 9 and &0); &, & -emulsion at 60 GeV
(Ref. 10); f, cosmic-ray data of Vishwanath et al.
(Ref. 6), consisting of 30/Q pions and 70Q/p protons at 80
to 500 GeV.
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FIG. 4. Dispersion D~ f(n')- (n)']' 2 versus (n).

ments' at Fermilab that the average multiplicity
grows slowly with the atomic weight of the tar-
get, that the rise is primarily in the target frag-
mentation region, and that It„=(n)„/(n)& (all
angles) is independent of energy.

The dependence of the multiplication process
on the nature of the incident particle is shown in
Fig. 3, where various measurements of A„are
plotted (a) versus the atomic weight A and (b)
versus v. In Fig. 3(b) the only data shown are
those for which the identity of both the incident
particle and the target nucleus are well defined,
i.e., for which v is known. In Fig. 3(a), for a
given value of A the value of A„ for incident pions
is smaller than that for incident protons. On the
other hand, Fig. 3(b) shows that for pions and
protons the results are similar when plotted as
a function of v. This comparison suggests the
striking conclusion that the relevant parameter
which describes the multiplication process is the
absorption cross section of the incident particle,
and not that of the secondaries.

Finally, in Fig. 4 we show the dispersion D
=[(n2)- (n)2]'~2 versus the average charged mul-
tiplicity (n). It is interesting to note that in m-

nucleus interactions D depends linearly on (n) in
the same way as in mP interactions. "'" In neither
is it Poisson-like, where Do:(n)'~'.

The observed slow increase in multiplicity with
nuclear size and the energy independence of g~

rule out all cascade models" which assume that
in hadronic collisions the asymptotic multipar-
ticle final states are formed in a distance short
compared to the mean free path of hadrons in
nuclear matter.

Our data are in excellent agreement with the
energy-flux-cascade model of Gottfried. ' In our
energy range, Gottfried predicts no difference
in multiplicity between nuclei and hydrogen for
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FIG. 6. &~ versus 7: comparison with theory. Best
fit to our data gives &~=1+ (0.42 ~0.05) (& —1), where
the error includes all systematic and statistical un-
certainties in R& and &. The broken lines are two the-
oretical predictions (see text) .
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rapidities greater than 2.5; we observe (n)„/(n)H
=1+(-0.005+0.050)(v-1) for t}&3.5, and (n)„/
(yz)„=1+(0.17+0.07)(v —1) for g&1.5. Gottfried
predicts (n)„/(n)H(all q) =R„=1+0.38(v —1), inde-
pendent of energy; we find R„=1+ (0.43 +0.05)(v
—1) at 100 GeV/c and R„=1+ (0.41 &0.06)(v —1)
at 175 GeV/c. The above quoted errors are not
only statistical; they include all systematic ef-
fects as well as the error on v.

In Fig. 5 we compare our results with the en-
ergy-flux-cascade model and also with A„= 2

+ —,'v as predicted by other two-step models. "
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